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Introduction

Stephen A. Martin

Fl-

lhe varied conrenrs of this volume reflect the complexiry of the

question at hand. Debating whether C. G. Jung and his theory

#re anti-semitic requires a flexible and many-sided approach

because history is far irom linear, and the antecedents of historical

events are often not easily charted. on the contrary, it is usually

only in hindsight that facts seem to line up logically or rationally.

what we call history is really an active and ongoing process of

distil lation, a continuous moment that precipitates out of the swirl

of events, personalities, and social and political conditions that

can never bi completely accounted for or fixed. 
'We who are in the

helping professions and who deal with the histories of our patients

know 
-the 

truth of this observation. History, therefore, is an

approximate endeavor, at best relatively truthful. It is always open

to refinement through the introduction of new data, new hypoth-

eses, and new points of view. And it must be constantly reeval-

uated as we learn to eiiminate misinformation, biased speculation,

and outright propaganda.
This perspective helps us to appreciate the many viewpoints

.*pr.rr.d in this anth;logy. Many of the essays originated from

the rggg conference "Lingering shadows: Jungians, Freudians,

and Anti-Semitism," hosted jointly by the C. G' Jung Foundation

for Analytical Psychology in New York, the Postgraduate center

for Mental Health, and the union of American Hebrew congre-

garions, and held at the New School for social Research in New

York ciry. The purpose of the conference was to examine, chal-

lenge, and put to rest some of the most persistent misinformation

about Jung;s attitudes toward Jews and about his professional and
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so-called political activities during the years preceding'World War

Ii, and to introduce new evidence, some o{ it not particulariy

flattering to Jung, about what seemed to be happening at that

important time. in addition, we felt that since Jung placed so high

a value on consciousness, the conference ought to raise questions

about his own consciousness of his shadow involvement in relation

to Nazism, totalitarianism, and the real or imagined differences

befween "Jewish psychology" and that of any other group or

people. Most of all, we felt that this important dialogue had to

take place because, through almost the eighry years since the

breakup of the relationship befween Freud and Jung, the charge of

Jung's anti-Semitism has stood in the way of a creative reconcilia-

tion berween the fivo great schools of depth psychology. It seemed

imperative that we, the Jungians, should inaugurate the dialogue

and initiate the rapprochement, because to look into the darkness,

personal or collective, was' in Jung's mind, the cornerstone of a

psychologically authentic and ethical life.

In addition to papers related to the conference, we are bringing

together old and new scholarship rn an effort to provide a source-

book for the reader on the subject of Jung and anti-Semitism'

Previously published papers' like those of Ernest Harms and James
Kirsch, have been hard to find. Others are being made availabie to

a wide readership for the first time, such as those presented at the

eleventh conference of the International Association for Analytical

Psychology in Paris in ry89. To fully appreciate the territory

covered by these essays, it is helpful to be aware of three broad

subiect areas. The first pertains to the personal and professional

relationship benveen C. G' Jung and Sigmund Freud, which,

though lasting only eight years' was instrumental in crafting two

profoundly original approaches to the psyche. The termination of

their relationship also gave rise to the first accusation of anti-

Semitism against Jung. The second domain has to do with Jung's
professional activities and personal attitudes from his break with

Freud in l9t3 up to the onset of 'World War iI. The third subiect

area is more speculative, circumambulating the possible conscious

and unconscious motivations that moved Jung to behave as he did

and speculating about the psychological and social conditions that
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influenced him. Most of the essays incorporate elements of ali

three of these subject areas. By keeping these three in mind while

reading, and through a process of careful consideration and reflec-

rion, the reader may become the fourth and all-inclusive perspec-

tive that weaves a meaningful whole from what came before.

The early years of this century were legend-making times. New

ground was being broken in every 6eld, and crearive personalities

were redefining realiry at every turn. Nowhere was the power of

this fruitful time more obvious than in the 6eld of depth psychol-

ogy. As an assistant under the guidance of Eugen Bleuler at the
Burgholzli, the cantonal psychiatric hospital in Zurich, Jung was
one of the leaders of a growing Sr.viss cadre of professionals

interested in psychoanalysis. He had read Freud's Interpretation of
Dreams several times and had incorporated Freud's ideas about
repression into his own research. Thus, by the time Jung first
contacted Freud by sending him an inscribed copy of his Studies
in Word Association around the end ol t9o5, he was well ac-
quainted with Freud's work. The personal and pro{essional rela-
tionship benveen the rwo men blossomed after this initial ex-
change, as is weli documented.l Here I wish to focus on just a few
aspects of their collaboration, for the purpose of navigating the
reacherous waters of accusation and counteraccusation.

Freud was drawn to Jung because of the younger man's keen
and inquiring mind and his understanding of psychoanalysis-and
because he was not Jewish. On a number of occasions Freud
commented that by enlisting Jung, the son of a Swiss Reformed
pastor, psychoanaiysis would escape the danger of becoming a
"Jewish national affair."z Moreover, both men were drawn pas-
sionately into what appears to have been a father-son relationship
that was characterized by massive projection and the potential for
both creative partnership and destructive competition and enmiry.3

Freud and Jung were collaboiators of the closest kind. Exchang-
ing hundreds of ietters and many visits, they also shared the
limelight internationally, traveling together to the United States in
rgog to advance the standing of psy_choanalysis. Freud supported

Jung's presidency of the International Psychoanalytical Associa-
tion and the editorship of the Jahrbiicher fiir psychoanalytische
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und psychopathologische Forschungen, and he regularly looked

forward to Jung's contributions to the growing field. Jung, for his

part, viewed Freud with great esteem as "the first man of real

importance" in the field of depth psychology.a

Despite this seeming compatability, there was much that sepa-

rated the rwo men from the start.s They disagreed on the value of

the occult in psychological life: Freud saw occultism as regressive

and dangerous, while Jung was strongly drawn to the psychologi-

cal mysteries that it might contain. Of greater importance' how-

ever, was their difference over the role of sexuality in psychic

functioning. At first cautiously then more openly' Jung expressed

doubt about Freud's theory of the libido and his insistence on the

primacy of the sexual drive. Jung envisioned libido as a more

generic life urge that appears not only in sexualiry but finds

legit imate, pr imary expression in creat ive, intel iecrual,  and spir i -

tual activities as well.
On a more personal level, Jung had obvious di{ficulry acceding

to Freud's paternal authoriry-. Having been a rebellious son who at

an early age saw through his own father's doubts about his

religious beliefs, Jung had trouble acquiescing to his role as

"adopted son" and "heir" to Freud and the expectations that he

would follow in his mentor-father's footsteps.5 Clearly both men

were locked in a dialogue of projection; neither was to blame for

the situation, nor was one more misguided than the other. As we

have learned, complexes occur in an interpersonal field: when

activated, they draw the individuals inexorably into this field,

distorting perception and understanding with strong primitive

emotions and all manner of unconscious material. Despite the

psychological understanding of these rwo remarkable men, their

respective needs and complexes contaminated the relationship and

set the stage for its most painful demise.
The climax of the drama was precipitated by Jung's publication

of. Wandlungen und Symbole der Libido rn rgrL) a work that

openly challenged Freud's theory of the child's incestuous desire

for the parent of the opposite sex. Jung felt that such longings were

symbolic expressions of psychic energy and not to be taken

literally. In fact, the publication of this work merely tipped the
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scales of an abeady changing relationship berween Freud and

Jung. Skirmishes had been increasing around the issues of sexuality
and of Freud's authoriry, particularly berween the Vienna and
Zvrich camps of the psychoanalytic communiry. As Jung's rela-
donship with Freud grew more problematic, and Jung grew un-
comfortable with the role of "crown prince" and heir,7 the delicate
balance of forces in the world of psychoanalysis began to fall
apaft, culminating in the final severance of their personal and
professional connections in r9r3.

It is out of this tumultuous ending of their relationshrp that the
first published accusations of anti-Semitism were leveled at Jung.
Although as early as r9o8 Ernesr Jones, a close colleague of
Freud's and his biographer, seemed to have detected anti-Semitism
in Jung, this feeling was held in check.8 Undoubtedly, the very
nature of Freud's reliance on Jung's being Christian (thus staving
off the accusation that psychoanaiysis was an exciusively Jewish
science) constellated the potential for anti-Semitism by rhis very
strategy directly and dramatically; but so long as a working
relationship existed in the psychoanalytic communiry, there was
no overt discord. However, by the time Jung withdrew from Freud
and others in the psychoanalytic communiry, the accusation of
anti-Semitism spread with alarming rapidiry, like a malignanry
that could no longer be policed by a healthy immune sysrem.
v4rether it was Freud's reference to "the brutal sanctimonlous
J.rng," in a letter to Karl Abraham in r9:.4e or his private
accusations of Jung's anti-Semitism in a letter to James putnam in
r9r5110 nowhere was his condemnation more fatefui than when he
wrote in his "Outline to a History of Psychoanalysis,' (r9r4) rhat
Jung was unable ro remain faithful to psychoanalysis because of
"certain racial prejudices."ll Coming from the pen of the master
himself in a seemingly official documenr, this damning, rerributive,
and, for Freud, clearly face-saving statement began a historical
controversy that has simmered and frequently boiled over, with
disastrous results,  s ince rhat t ime.

Following the end of his relationship with Freud, Jung rerreated
for some time into a period of introversion, a time of personal and
professional crisis and reevaluation that culminated in rgzr with
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the publication of Psycbological Types, a work that Jung felt

addressed the differences berween himself, Freud, and Freud's

other apostate son, Alfred Adler'l2 Freud was extremely prolific

during that time as weli, producing some of his most important

theoretical papers. There seemed little of substance to fuel the

issue of anti-Semitism befween r9r5 and the early r9zos' Jttg,
however, was clearly affempting to process and defend himself

against the accusation of anti-semitism while at the same time

di{ferentiating himself from the "Jewish doctrines" of psychoanal-

ysis. As early as t9t7 he was drawing distinctions berween a

Jewish and a Germanic psychology. The Jewish psyche, he believed,

though extremely sophisticated and rich, was not in touch with

the "power of the chthonic depths,"13 whereas the Germanic psyche

was so deeply enmeshed in this primeval realiry as to be almost

"barbarian," a qualiry he described as both a "dangerous peculi-

atiry" and a potentially "valuable asset."1a Some ten years

later, in t928, he challenged the lingering charge of anti-Semitism

directly by stating that all races, although having a common

collective point of origin, differentiate and develop specific essen-

tial characteristics and that none of these characteristics is generally

valid for ali the other groups. The pelception and recognition of

these differences, he said, did not equal anti-semitism. Despite the

logic of these arguments, one can sense between the lines of Jung's
theorizing a continuing struggle with the legacy of his involvement

in the psychoanalytic movement. It is likely that his comments

arose out of more than theoretical issues-that in fact they were

expressions of Jung's negative feelings toward Freud and evidence

of the projections that persisted in Jung (and in Freud as well) as a

result of their traumatic parting of the ways.

By the beginning of the r93os' the stage was set for extraordi-

nary developments with regard to the allegations of Jung's anti-

Semitism. The success of Hitler and the Nazi parry and the full-

scale persecution of Jews and other "undesirables" in Germany

were becoming horrific facts of life. Out of this overheating con-

tainer erupted a critical turn of events in ry31. Responding to a

"frenzied" call from his colleagues, Jung assumed the presidency

of the General Medical Sociery for Psychotherupy from the German
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psychiatrist Ernst Kretschmer.15 It is well substantiated that Jung
purposefully and rapidly sought to reconstitute the Socieqv as an
international body by tgl+ in an effort to stave off German
demands to exclude certain colleagues, notably Jewish ones, from
membership.l6 According to Geoffrey Cocks, Jung rvanted to
enable these excluded colleagues to join as "extraordinary mem-
bers" beyond the veto power of the large and "newly aggressive"
German sociery headed by Matthias Heinrich Goering, a cousin of
the Nazi parry leader Hermann Goering. At the same rime, Jung
became rhe nominal editor of the society's journal, the Zentralblatt

fiir Psychotherapie, which had been published in Germany. It was
in this publication, in late 1933, that a manifesto appeared by
lv{atthias Goering-with the consent of Jung, who had thought
that it was to be published only in a special German edition-
which called for a railying by professional colleagues to the racial
colors of Nazi Germany.lT To compound matters, appearing in
this same issue of the journal was Jung's essay "On the State of
Psychotherapy Today," in which he starkly reiterated the dif{er-
ences berween German and Jewish psychologies that he had posited
some years earlier. in addition, his article compared Jews unfavor-
ably to "nomads" and women, and criticized Freud and Adler for
stressing pathology while failing to appreciate the creative aspects
of psychological life. This essay was ill-timed, easily misunder-
standable, and-coupled with Goering's piece-certain to put

Jung in the worst possible light. And indeed it became the principal
theoretical document that Jung's accusers offered as a demonstra-
t ion of his anri-Semir ism.

Jung's writings of the 193os and '4os display a consistency of
theme and thrust. He returns again and again to the supposition
that there are definite, obvious differences in the psychologies of
"races" and "nations" that must be acknowledged and under-
stood. Jung also criticizes Freud's denial of his spiritual roots and
the embeddedness of psychoanalysis in a "materialistic" and "ra-
tionalistic" framework. Jung takes pains to distinguish between
"culture" and "cultural form," trying to make clear that although
the Jews have an ancient culrure, their lack of a homeland has
worked against the evolution of a "cultural form." In Hitler, Jung
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saw a leader "possessed" by archerypal energies that symbolized
the profound "inferioriry complex" of the German people and the
compensatory drive toward superioriry at any cost, one who
personified their collective shadow: that is, their unacknowledged
and uncontrolied unconscious motivations and their blindlv na-
tionalistic longings. By way of a "mass psychosis," Jung felt, Hitler
was able to subvert German consciousness to the negative and evil
potential of these unconscious forces and lead it to inevitable
catastrophe. His reflections on Germany and Hitler characterized

Jung's frequent attempts to apply the principles of individual
psychology to the understanding of nations, national character,
and political action, thereby viewing Germany, for instance, as if
it were a patient and he the doctor. He frequently bridled at the
fact that his criticisms of Freud and psychoanalysis were immedi-
ately perceived as anti-Semitic. He would write often that he was
no anti-Semite and that his sole aim was to explore and iiluminate
the complexities of the human psyche. Finally, in several instances,
he admitted that he had been wrong to believe that the arousal
of unconscious forces in Germany might bring about positive
results in the foim of a genuine psychocultural and spiritual
transformation.

Historical realities are referred to again and again in this
anthology, as if the writers hope that by restating the facts enough
times, they can dispel the extraordinary misinterpretations gener-
ated by the activities and writings of Jung that I have touched
upon. As soon after rhe war as 1946, Ernest Hatms, in an article
reprinted here, iaid out the facts unequivocally but, oddly enough,
to little avail. Aniel a Jaff6, one of Jung's closest coileagues and a

Jer.v to whom Jung gave personal, financial, and emotional help
during the difficult war years,1s restated them again in the late
r96os and '7os, but failed to stem the distortions and miscon-
struals. As recently as t982, James Kirsch, one of the best-known
German Jewish analysts who worked and communicated with

Jung during these critical years, presented the details again, this
time in response to a diatribe against Jung in a Jer,vish publication.
I hope that the publication of some of these papers, along with
others of more recent and revealing scholarship, will promote a
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more balanced assessment of Jung in the light of documented

evidence.
More problematic is the question of Jung's motivations, both

conscious and unconscious, and the way they influence the allega-

rion of his anti-Semitism. Whiie some writers flatly deny this

charge and others forthrightly affirm it, most feel that Jung tem-

porarily lost his perspective, fell prey to unintegrated shadow

feelings, and acted them out. The most obvious reason for Jung's
lapse is, as I have indicated, his unresolved feelings about Freud,

the father figure, mentor, and friend by whom Jung felt painfully

disappointed and betrayed. Some have speculated that something

more than astute theoretical observation lay behind Jung's sharp

criticism of Freudian psychology for its tendency to impose itself

on other "psychologies": out of his resistance to being personally

"imposed upon" by Freud's expectations and demands, Jung may

have unconsciously sought to do damage to his mentor. In reaction

to these demands, or by way of compensation, Jung might have

fallen into an unconscious identification with events in Germany,

and perhaps even with the power of Hitler. Caught in this inflatron

and unconscious power drive, Jung may very well have taken the

opportuniry during the 193os, when Freud and psychoanalysis

w'ere being hounded, to promote his own psychology and himself
with such ambitious concerns as "diagnosing dictators," becom-
ing a psychologist of nations, and attempting, with good but
perhaps overstated intent, to help rescue the field of psychotherapy
from the fires of totalitarianism.

Alongside his possible opportunism was Jung's fascination with
the archerypal images of Wotan, the "inspired leader," and the
alchemical figure of Mercurius. Jung was beguiled by the events rn
Germany and the way in which the forces of the irrational, the
heroic, and the instinctive were taking over and leading a civilized
people. It was as if his observations about the archerypal Germanic
"blond beast" of r9r8 were coming true, or as if his own obser-
vations of renewal from the depths of the unconscious at the hands
of an inspired leader were being er-racted and confirmed on a
national scale.le How could this renewal from the depths not
fascinate a psychological explorer of Jung's vision or, more per-
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sonally, a man rvho himseif sought guidance with regard to his

desire for ieadership in his profession and who must have identified

with the archerypal image of the formerly misunderstood yet

inspired leader? And how could he help getting caught in the

dupiiciry of the situation? Here, as Jay Sherry points out' one

thinks of Mercurius duplex, the presiding spirit of alchemy, a

duplicitous archetypal permutation of 'Wotan who dupes those tn

whom he manifests by causing them to see only half of a very

complex and dangerous state of affairs.

Whatever the reasons for Jung's attitudes and actions' he dis-

played, in the midst of a dangerous and frightening time, a

iegrettable lack of sensitiviry toward the plight of the Jews and a

iack of awareness o{ the politicai and personal consequences of his

written and spoken words. There is no doubt that he rvished to

help friends, parients, and colieagues who were suffering from the

madness infecting the European continent. But in dramaticaily

human fashion he proved himself vulnerable to the insidious effects

of the very forces he was seeking to make sensible, and to the

accumuiated and unprocessed depths of his own past as a rebel-

lious Swiss pastor's son and the falien heir to a "Jewish science."

Perhaps Jung personally experienced some redemption for this

lack and loss when, after a heart attack rn 1944, he had a series of

visions of a distinctly Jewish nature. In them he saw himself

acended to by an "old Jewish nurse" and nurtured on "ritually

prepared kosher food," and was privileged to be present at the

kabbalistic marriage of Malchuth and Tifereth.2o Also, in his

forceful Answer to Job of ry52, in which he rvrestles with the

problem of a Jewish God who seems capricious and unresponsive

to the undeserved suffering of his loyai servant, Job, and in his

later studies of Kabbalah, Jung may have discovered what was

missing in his encounter with Freud: connection to a Judaism that

was connected to its original spiritual roots and that could truly

"feed" him in a way that he was so painfully denied by the empty

religiosiry of his natural father. Perhaps in this profound near-

death encounter with the imagery of the mystical tradition of

Judaism, Jung experienced a healing, a bringing together of his

Christian worldvierv with the hidden spring that fed Freud's, and
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to which he was undoubtedly deeply attracted from the start. It is

sad that the nvo men did not accomplish the same conjunction on

a personal level and thus lay to rest the divisiveness that has for so

*"ny y."tt fueled the accusation of anti-Semitism.

In view of Jung's belief that a psychological system is a "subjec-

tive confession" of its founder, an important question raised by

this anthology is whether shortsightedness or failing on the part of

Jung invalidates the psychology that he created. Vtren he was

aaacking psychoanalysis, Jung referred often to the idea that

Freud's Jewishness rendered him unable to appreciate the

"chthnoic" dimension of the Germanic psyche. Would it not be

equaliy true to say that Jungian psychology would be comparably

blinded or constrained? 
'Were rl'e to evaluate Jungian psychology

as primarily a reflection of its creator in the context of the

disturbing question of Jung's possible anti-Semitism, could it not

be judged a psychology o{ elitism or racism? Or, insofar as Jung
seemed fascinated by the unconscious power of the German psy-

che, could his psychology not be judged as one that is too suscep-

tible to intoxication with the irrational at the terrible expense of

the rational? The answer to this basic question, both for psycho-

analysis and for Jungian psychology, must be an unequivocal no.

To hold a creation accountable for the flaws of its creator would

leave us with little if any greatness or breadth in our culture. For

the sake of comparison, it would invalidate the extraordinary

vision of Van Gogh's art because of his mental il lness, or fhe

beaury of Ezra Pound's poetry because of his fascist beliefs. Jung
himself must have recognized this when, as late as 1953, in a
response to questions from the Nep York Times, he was prepared
to credit "Freud's contributions to our knowledge of the psyche"
as being of the "greatest importance" without any reference to his
misgivings about Freud the man or how his psychology betrays his
personal limitations.2l Yet at the same time there is truth to the
notion that the creator's personaliry informs and conditions what
he observes, describes, and analyzes. As Goethe said, "w€ see what
we know"; so must Jung's complexes have affected the develop-
ment of his psychology. Therefore, as some of the contributors to
this book point out, Jungian psychology must be extremely sensr-

11
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tive to such tendencies to value the transpersonal over the quotid-

ian and thus miss the "real" in favor of the "symbolic," or to

"analyze" nations, peoples, races when trying to discern what is

specific about how they have embodied aspects of the archerypal

or universal and risk falling into dangerous stereoryping and

possibly even more dangerous scapegoatlng.
^ 

To encounter and integrate the shadow is one of the great tasks

of individuation. That does not mean the reiection of what is

found but rather the painful acceprance of its role in the making

of consciousness. It is painful for us as Jungians to look squarely

at the questions raised in this anthology, to see displayed so

blarantly how our standard bearer's own shadow distorted his

judgment and perception. But as Jung's psychology is a psychology

of ionsciousness, by confronting his personal flaws and opening

ourselves and the system to the same hard, tireless scrutiny, we do

the work of consciousness-making. In so doing, we go beyond

personal vendettas of the past and the battlegrounds of intellectual

gi^ntr, to arrive at the creative present, that moment in which we

can, for ourselves and for the future, make history anew'
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